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ABSTRACT and strains acting within the microstructure onSplanes of various orientation, called tihe micro- -.

Dynamic fracture analysis of concrete planes. This formulation involves no tens~rial
structures necessitates a triaxial stress-strain invariance restrictions. The restrictions can
relation that describes gradual strain-softening then be satisfied by a suitable combination of
with reduction of tensile stress to zero. A new planies of various orientation. E.g., in the case
model which does that and is applicable under of isotropy, each orientation must be equally
general loading, including rotating principal frequent. Thnts, one circumvents the difficulty of
stress directions, is proposed. It is based on setting uip a general nonlinear constitutive equa-
accumulating stress relaxations due to micro- tion in terms of proper invariants.
cracking from the planes of all orientation within
the microstructure. Comparisons with tensile test The idea of defining the inelastic behavior
data are given• independently on planes of different orientation

within the material, and then in some way super-
imposing the inelastic effects from all planes,

Introduction appeared in Taylor's work [3] on plasticity of
polycrystalline metals. Batdorf and Budianski [4)

Fracture analysis of certain brittle heter- formulated the slip theory of plasticity, in which
ogeneous materials, such as concretes and many the stresses acting on various planes of slip are
rocks, requires consideration of progressive micro- obtained by resolving the macroscopic applied
cracking in the fratture process zone as the frac- stress, and the plastic strains (slips) from all
tore is being formed. This type of fracture may be planes are then superimposed. The same super-
efficiently modeled with the crack band approach, position of inelastic strains was used in the so-
in which the material behavior in the fracture called multilaminate models of Zienkiewicz et al.
process zone is described by a strain-softening [5] and Pande et al [6, 7] and in many works on
triaxial stress-strain relation, provided that the plasticity of polycrystals. While the previous
strain-softening behavior is associated with a works dealing with plasticity of polycrystals [3,
zone of a certain characteristic width that is 4, 8, 9, 10-14] or soils [15,16 the stresses on.
treated as a material property or is determined in various microplanes were assumed to be equal to the
advance by stability analysis. A suitable tri- resolved macroscopic stress, this new model uses a
axial stress-strain relation of the total strain similar assumption for part of the total strains.
type (deformation theory type) has been recently
formulated and has been shown to lead to satis- rundamental Hypotheses
factory agreement with essentially all existing
fracture test data available in the literature The resultants of the stresses acting on the
[1, 2]. This stress-strain relation is, however, microplanes over unit areas of the macroscopic
limited to situations in which the direction of the continuum will be called the microstresses s.
maximum principal stress does not significantly and the strains of the macroscopic continuum accu-
rotate during the fracture formation. This is not aulatefmulated from the deformations on the microplaoes
so in certain important situations, especially
various dynamic problems. Here, a longitudinal will be called the microstrains, Ci. With regard

wave may produce only a partial tensile fracture to the interaction between the micro-and macro-
(i.e. , distributed microcracking) and the fracture levels, one may introduce the following basic
may be completed subsequently when a shear wave hypotheses.
arrives, causing a principal tensile stress in a
different direction. For such situations of pro- llyotehsis I. - The tensor of macroscopic
gressive fracturing, it is necessary to develop a strain, riJ is a sum of a purely elastic macro-
triaxial strain-softening stress-strain relation
which is path-dependent and is formulated incre- strain c a that is unaffected by cracking, and an
mentally. A model called. microplanc model is de-

inelast ic macrostrain ei which reflects the
veloped to fill this need. We propose here a ij
model in which the constitutive properties are stress relaxation due to cracking, i.e.,
characterized by a relation between the stresses
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pieces, since microcracking is chiefly coIcentrat2dedc ij ci j ei]tthere,.•!

Here, iatin lower case jubscripts rf, -" to car- 111 lypotehsis I11, the relaxation of shear
tesi:,n coordinates x. (i = 1,2,3). microstreses ;snt caused by the shear and normal

.•pothesis 11. - The normal ierostrain e microscrains ent and el is ueglected. This assump-
u tion is probably quite good for very small crack 1

which governs the progressive development of crack- onis iro it good for very smal cack
in a icroplae of ay orientation is eal tOice it has bee deduced from tt data
theg reolve it acroscopic fal strin itelinisr equa Lor Oile oshearing of cracks inl concretes that no rela-the resolved macroscopic strain tenlsor eij. for tile tive shear displacements o n tthe rough interlocked
same plane, i.e., cracks is possible before a certain finite crack

opening is produced, and that the shear stiffness
e =n n. e. (2) of the cracks decreases rather slowly as the crack

nit I J1 gradually opens. One must admit, however, that

in which in. z- direction cosines of the unit normal Eq. 3 (Hypothesis 111) is also justified by its hox

i of the micrpianc and the repeated latin lower simplicity. It would be much more complicated to

case subscripts indicate a summation over 1, 2, 3. assume a general relation between the normal and
shear microstresses and microstrains on each plane.

Hypothesis ill. - The stress relaxation due Tangential Stiffness Matrix
to all microcracks normal to 11 is characterized by
assuming that the microstress sn on the microplane The virtual work of stresses per unit volume

of any orientation is a function of the normal may be written, according to Eq. 1, as 6W
microstrain e on the same plane, i.e., =U 6C =V ij 5a + i Se . Summing the

n ij 1.1 ij ij ij ij
a

s. (2s/3) F~e (3) virtual work due to 6c1 i and 6e.j, we further have

a a A
SW=a &.j + ej in whi•ch s. .i-, tile [

The factor (2a/3)is introduced just for convenience, W= oij + sij i h is t3

as it will later cancel out. macrostress tensor resulting from s on all planes,
na aand o. . is the stress tensor corresponding to c. •.

The last hypothesis is similar to that made an o 
-,

for shear microstressees and microstrains in the Since both expressions for 6W must hold for any
slip theory of plasticity. Hypothesis 11 is how- and any il we must have sj = = oij.
ever opposite. There are three reasons for hypo- , I :•
thesis 11.

Equilibrium conditions may be expressed by
I. Using resolved stresses rather than resolved means of the principle of virtual work:

strains on the microplanes would hardly allow des- c e ))
cribing strain-softening, since in this case there SW = o Sie, = 2 sn4 n (

n inare two strains corresponding to a given stress but f
only one stress corresponding to a given strain, in which S represents the surface of a unit hem-

2. The microstrains must be stable when the isphere, the factor (47r/3)is due to integrating
macrostrains are fixed. It has been experienced over the surface of a sphere of radius 1, and dS
numerically that, in the case of strain-softening, = sin~dOd4 (Fig. ib). Note that we do not need to
the model becomes unstable if resolved stresses integrate over the entire surface of the sphere,
rather than strains are used. since the values of o or e are equal at any two

n n
3. The use of resolved strains rather than re- diametrically opposite noi.nts cn the sphere.

solved stresses seems to reflect the microstructure Function f (n) defines thfa relaitive frequency of the
of a brittle aggregate material more realistically, planes of various orientatioxs n1, contributing to
The use of resolved stresses is reasonable for poly- Inelastic stress relaxation.
crystalline metals in which local slips scatter
widely while the stress is roughly uniformly dis- Substi uting Eqs. 2-3 into .q. 4. we get
tributed throughout the microstructure. By con- ei =e F(e) a. u1 6eij f(u) dS, and because
trast, in a brittle aggregate material consisting tJ 'j s

of hard inclusions embedded in a weak matrix, the this must hold for any 8eij, we must have
stresses are far from uniform, having sharp ex-
tremes at the locations where the surfaces of 2 /2

th tinlaerofmarib Tween twfogregateo of a J (en ni n f(ý) siný dý dO (5)aggregate pieces are nearest. The deformation o i nthe thin layer of matrix between two aggregate fi}

pieces, which yields the major contribution to In- 0 0

elastic strain, is determined chiefly by the Furthermore, according to Eq. 2, dF(e
relative displacements of the centroids of the two d
aggregate pieces, which roughly correspond to the F' (e )de = F' (en)n nm do, and thus differ-
macroscopic strain. The microplanes may be
imagined to represent the thin layers of matrix entiation of Eq. 5 finally yields

and the bond planes between two adjacent aggregate dlij = Dijkm dek. (6)
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in which The ntreSs-strain relation for the micro-
-21/2 planes, rulating o to • , must describe cracking

I t O ijke F'(en) t1 (n) . 14' wit all the frdtre whh
lij a Way to complete fracture, at which o

0 0 (7) reduces to zero. In view of the kinematics
a n= etn inkn visualized in Fig. lb, it is clear that on as a
ijka 1 .1 k ml

function of c must first rise, then reach a max-
Ij may be called ti tangent stiffnesss of the isium, and then gradually decline to zero. Weijkm

microplane system. Note that the sequence of sub- choose the final zero value to be attained asymp-
toticallyt since 1o precise information exists on

scripts of Dk is immaterial; therefore, there the final strain at which u 0, and since aI jkm 0
are only six independent values of incremental smooth curve is convenient computationally. The
stiffnesses. Eq. 7 applies to initially anise- following expressions were used in computations
tropic solids. For isotropic solids, we may sub- [19] (Fig. 1c).
sti tute f(t) = I. -((ke ))

The mathematical structure of the r,','t fnr r > 0: c ý E e e• t n a n(11)

model may be geometrically visualized with the
rheologic model in Fig. la. for En < 0: On =n e n

The compliance corresponding to the addi- in which E , k, and p are positive constants; k =

tional elastic strain oC. must satisfy isotropy 1.8 x 10 7, p = 2.

conditions, and so The integral in Eq. 7 has to be evaluated
Ca nI + . - numerically, approximating it by a finite sum: I.

ijkm 9Ka iJ kmkm 2Ga ik jm 3 1ij 4
ks (k ) N

DC w F'(e)], (12)

in which Ka and Ga are certain bulk and shear Djkm = [ijkm
moduli %hich cannot be less than the actual initial
bulk and shear moduli K and G. For fitting of in which a refers to the values at certain numer-
test data, it was assumed, with success, that tcal integration points on a unit hemisphere (i.e.,
1/G' = 0. certain directions), and w are the weights

Recalling Eq. I (and Fig. Ia) , we may now associated with the integration poitL
write the incremental stress-strain relation as Since in finite element programs for incre-

do = D d w = mental loading the numerical integration needs
ij ljkm ijkm to be carried out a great number of times, a very

- -1 (9) efficient numerical integration formula is needed.
(D k Ca ] For the slip theory of plasticity, the integration

was performed using a rectangular grid in the 0-'
plane. This formula is, however, computationally

Applying Eq. 7 to elastic deformations (with inefficient because the integration points are
f(n) = 1), one finds that the matrix in Eq. 7 crowded near the poles, and also because in the
always yields Poisson's ratio V = 1/4. This is be- 0-ý plane the singularity arising from the pole
cause the slips on all microplanes are neglected. takes away the benefit from a use of higher-order
Since v = 1/4 is not quite true for concrete, the integration formula.
additional elastic strain must be used to make a
correction. Let us now determine the value of Ka Opltimally, the integration points should be
needed to achieve the desired Poisson's ratio v. distributed over the spherical surface as uniformly
Let superscripts c and a distinguish between the as possible. A perfectly uniform subdivision is

v c obtained when the microplanes normal to the o-
ijkm ljkm directions are the sides of a regular polyhedron. Y

uniaxial stress we have c = al/9Ka + el1E A regular polyhedron with the must sides is the
aOl/gKa -_ E 11 1 lcofsalicdroa, for which N = 10 (half the number of

and 11 /Ec in which ve 1/4 sides). Such a numerical integration formula was

and Ec - 2mE /5, El = F'(0) = initial normal proposed by Albrecht and Collatz [18).
stiffness for the microplane. Sincec2=- vct•

2 2  v i Numerical experience revealed, however, that

we must have 10 points are not enough whet. strain-softening
takes place; it was found that the strain-softening

Ka curves calculated for uniaxial tensile stresses

9 (+c oriented at various angles with regard to the (A-
directions significantly differ from each other,
even though within the strain-hardening range theThis is, of course, under the assumption t differences are negligible. Therefore, more than

I/Ga = 0. 10 points are needed, and then a perfectly nilform
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Table I - Direction Cosines and Weights for 2 x 21 Points (Orthogonal)

x x x

1 1 0 0 0.026521141274
2 0 1 0
3 0 0 1 300 "cI

4 0.7071067812 0.7071067812 0 0.0199301/415:13A
5 0.7071067812 -0.7071067812 0 "

6 0.7071067812 0 0.7071067812 L 2_0
7 0.7071067812 0 -0.7071067812
8 0 0.7071067812 0. 7071067812
9 0 0.7071067812 -0.7071067812 ",

10 V.3179072746 0.3879072746 0.8360956240 0.02507124202 - ... I) .
11 0.3879072746 0.3879072746 -0.8360956240
12 0.3879072746 -0.3879072746 0.8360956240
13 0.3879072746 -0.3879072746 -0.8360956240 , ooo

14 0.3879072746 0.8360956240 0. 3879072746 S,,am
15 0.3879072746 0.8360956240 -- 0.3879072746
16 0.3879072746 -0.8360956240 0.3879072746
17 0.3879072746 -0.8360956240 -0.3879072746
18 0.8360956240 0.3879072746 0.3879072746
19 0.8360956240 0.3879072746 -0. 3879072746
20 0.8360956240 --0.3879072746 0.3879072746 " (b)

21 0.8360956240 -0.3879072746 -0.3879072746

= 3 3 . 2 6 9 9 0 5 .

Table 2 - Direction Cosines and Weights for 2 x 25 Point,-.
O(1.0).

0 0000? 004

9 X1 :2 x 3 w

0.0 0.01269841058
2 0 1 0
3 0 0 1 "
4 0. 7071067812 0.7071067812 0 0.0?,257495612
5 0.70?1067812 -0.7071067812 0 , o

6 . 7071067812 0 0.7071067812 "
7 0,7071067812 0 -0.7071067812 "
8 0 0.7071067812 0. 7071067812
9 0 0.7071067812 -0.7071067812 "

10 0.3015113354 0.3015113354 0.9045340398 0.02017333557
11 0.3015113354 0.3015113354 -0.9045340398 0 00002 .....
12 0.3015113353 -0.3015113354 0.9045340398 "Su,
13 0.3015113354 -0.3015113354 -0.9045340398
14 0.3015113354 0.9045340398 0.3015113354 P

15 0.3015113354 0.9045340398 -0.3015113354
16 0.3015113354 -0.9045340398 0.3015113354
17 0.3015113354 -0.9045340398 -0.3015113354 Fig. 3
18 0.9045340398 0. 3015113354 0.3015113354 Comparison With some
19 0.9045340398 0.3015113354 -0.3015113354 Cof the Test Data of
20 0.9045340398 -0.3015113354 0.3015113354 "
21 0.9045340398 -0.3015113354 -0.3015113354 (v96r)
22 0.5773502692 0.5773502692 0.5773502692 0.02109375117
23 0.5773502692 0.5773502692 -0.5773502692
24 0.5773502692 -0.5773502692 0.5773502692
25 0.5773502692 -0.5773502692 -0.5773502692

2: - 2,.2394010
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npaillp ofa ota- i rec i-IS o is a a aptisibi c. I cad Inclrellent s, and subsei out lv cal clt'a IC tile ill-
C--plentil of anp o ll oI oonts and all M

11W.Lult and Ohl [171 dev'eloped ,Im'~rica I llute-
gi-ation ki ianlaq With Morec than 10 pointLS. Whch iuot ra ionl po ints in each Plement. Thlen advance

give consisti.ont rVtl'5 Stit P111 tit tile st 101n-'of - ro thle next i tera t ion of Hit,' samne I oad ing !atep,

Liking range. Thqe most e'ff icivint formulas. wit o, c advanlco to tilhe next loadin op ep -A I p
livar Iy uni form spacing of o-directios are~ Io0b h ioa u iixltnielaigo
tilned1 by certain subdiLvision', of theý ýide'i of an Iie lrdin h nodn reini o
Scosaa hied too anad/or % tdodic alod ro ( 171. Suich fr- fie ietin l( nlaigcre ni o

atla do ot shib I thoga'ils~mctt an.importantt since the only un loading occurs at mod'-
Other ftit)not Ins wilc do wre a ulW de oe rate compressive st resses, for which a1 perfeCt ly
Taylor seec es expania ions, on a sphere wer~e ilpplied o last Ic unloading may bc assuned,
and the weights w ktassociated with the integration Thto tsicroplane model call be calibrated by

potints were solved frtorn thle. condition that thle comparison with direct te'nsile tests- which cover
great est 0L bI nnmhOr of t eisa Of thle Toyc ! rteAlrain-zof toning response. Suchi testq, which1
series expansion would Cancel nut. The angular can be carried out in a very stiff testing machine
direCtionls Of Lertain integration points were futr- and on suf ficienutl1y smsall teist specimen~s have
ther deterimi ned so as to mnitnizo~L thle error tevin been performed by Evans and Marathe 1201 ats well
,,r the expansionl. Fokrmujlasz involving 16, 21. 25, ats others 121-231 . Opt imal values of thIM
33, 37 and 61l points were derived, with cc corts of thrcee parameters of the model, h n ,hv
801, 10th and (I 12th order [1 171 Table I de-fines 11,k ndpaiv

twoof hes mieris Iintgraionforo Is, ith been found j 191 tno ats to achieve thle best fits of
21 and 25 points, one without, and one with ortho- the data of Evans and Mirathe. qome of these fits
gona.Il 55 sytme')'. These foriil as giye acurcrta shown ans the solid lines in Fig. 3, and the

g y ~a data are Shown as thie dashed 1lines. A better teet
utaf ices for most pratical. purpones. For crudile of the modiel would, of course, be a tensile teal

cal cult i:tons, a formula with I6 lpoints 11.171 may tioe oa o tIcIala osdrc ow u
somet imes also suf fice. The directions of nt egra- sc etshv o e enpromd

ion1 points are illustrated it) Fit, !.. Al I e shown suhttsav oYLbenprrmd

elle stress-stratok diagramns Calt oated with the Note that with this theory, one has only two
forinula for unlaxia I tenlsion in various di rections iieilprmtrPadk odtrieb
with regard to thle intergra t ion points (di rections
a, 1), c, d,. . . ); the spread of thle curves cliarac- fitting test data. Trial and ercerl Approach IS
ter izes tbe ramnge of error, sufficient for that.

NuMmerical Algorithil Conclusion

Trhe fol lowing numerical algorithm may be used rhto microplane modcl is capable of siteuta-
for thle microplane model in each loading step. tinlg real istic tensile streSS-Stra In curve with

()strain-softening and redaction of stresses all theý'
1.Determine c (from, Eqs. 1 and 2 for all way to zeor. Combined with tile blunt crack band

d irecct i ons ct - t, . . . N. TIn tile ftirst iteration of concept, in which the strain-softening is re-
tiflr lohen Stod ofC thCo stricted to a region of a certain characteristic

thelodin sepus widtht1 that is a imateiCSalI property II .this Model
vious step,. and ill subsequent inlleratiots kuse thle should give a realistic representation of fracture,
value of L dletermined for the m-id-stop inl the The model is general and does not preclude appli-

11
previous iteration. In struttural analysis, to- cation to stress histories In) which the principalI

stress directions rotate. These features. are
peat this for all finite elements and for ill in- irctlIyatrtveorttanyis fth
t~egratlonk points Within cachi finite element. priual trciefrtl nlsso h

response of concreto stru-.lures subjetctd to

2. For all directions 11 , evaluate F' (e ) dnmclas

for use in Eq. 1. Also check for each direction Acknowledgment
whether unloading occurs, as Indicated by viola-
tion of tile condition s 11Ac n 0. If violated, Partial support tunder Air Force Office of

0 0 Scienltific Research (Grant. No. AFOSR 83-0009 is
replace F' (e ) with the unloading stiffness (whicht gaeul cnwegd.Tak r u lot
may be approximately talen as F however, a Miry 1H111 for hier careful and patient typing.

better expression exists.)
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